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t was in the spring of 1,99I when Utne Reader, Loring
Park's groovy bastion of clean thinking and recycled
articles, put out a simple call to its readers. Anyone interested in getting their neighbors together for conver-
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G\7: Initially, we did it terribly. I7e sorted them by

sation that would

other places people were on the other side of mountains or
on the other side of

rise above chit-chat

the metro area) and

about mowing and

they weren't too

second mo rtgag€s,

h"ppy about driving.
Why are people at-

and focus instead on
the heady issues of
community, ctttzen-

tracted to the idea of
a salon?

G'W: People are re-

ship, and culture,

ally interested in

should let

them
know. Their timing

looking for a place
for stimulating conversation b.yond

was right-knee-deep

in a recession of
economy and na-

just chit-chat or
pafty talk. 'S7'e're

tional spirits, many
months away from
housecleaning in

seeing a revival in
citizenship in some

'Silashington, Michael

ways and we see salons as sort of Civics
'S7hat
a citizen
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Bolton on the top of
the charts-and the
staff at the Utne was
deluged with 8,000
responses from all
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does is talk about
things beyond their

z

personal ptoblems

F

over the country.

and their own needs.
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To unite the tired,
befuddled masses,
yearning to breathe

There's somethitg,
WIGITY SAYS SALO}IS ART TORT THAII JUST TAI.I(, THTY ART A RIVIVAI. O; CIIIZTIISHIP.

free, hold forth, and drink coffee, publisher Eric Utne called

on Griff \(ligley, d 43-year-old former social worker, family
therapist, and f.ather of iour, to make the connections. Now
there are about !21000 paying members of what has become
the Neighborhood Salon Association'(at $tZ a head, talk
continues to be cheap), and some 320 active salons throughout the country. "We talked to Griff Vigley about his job, the
salons, and how to sound smart over espresso and biscotti.
What is your official title?
G'Vf: "Salon Keeper" is actually what Eric cooked up"
Do you get a uniform to go with that?
G'Sf: No, I'm afrard not.
You'd have to be a master host to group 101000 people
throughout the country into little conversation groups. FIow
did you do it?
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it was a disaster because 55403 is not necessarily
right next to 55404. It worked well in some places, but in
code and
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too, about people reahzingit's not enough

to be a passive listener or a watcher of the ten o'clock news to
be informed.
But doesn't all this earnestness get to you?
G'$7: The earnestness could be overwhelemi.g, but successful salons will find a way of mixing serious talk and fun with
questions of "how does this aff.ect my life?" Calling them salons and conjuring up images of aristocrats is sort of kooky
in a way.'We all know we're just plain old folks pretending
to be the intellectual intelligentsia, so a lot of salons make up
'$7hine,
The Cincinfunny names for themselves-\il7ine and
nati Rads. In Northfield we call ours the Jesse James salon'$7e
also encourage people to soci alize
talk first, shoot later.
before and after the salon.
Speaking of that, is there much dating action in these salons? Historically speaking, Madame de Sta6l's salon was a
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pretty hot singles sPot.
G\W: People have written

to us that

it's a different way of finding potential
. mates. There have been some camping

Tutning

. weekends, weekend retreats-14rs'vs
even gotten some pajama pictures. But
mostly, it's pretty boring.

Do you let Republicans into the
salons

?

G'!(: It would be hard to have a salon
with people on the opposite ends of
the spectrum because you'd be clashing all the time about basic issues, but
we do tell people your salons will be
more interesting if you find ways to
become more diverse. It's hard to be
too preachy about that because we get
a lot of letters from people who sxY,

was so great to find a grouP of
like-minded people in this intellectual
wasteland where I live" "
What do you do if you've got a real

o

salon?

G'$7: Occasionally you have to be
willing to confront someone and saY,

"H.y,

are you just interested

in pro-

pogating your own oPinions or ate
'We
you also here to listen and learn? "
encourage salons to have a real structure, either with a facilitator or with a

Number of Minnesota darns: 254
o Number of those with hydropower
plants: 34
o Percent of Minnesota's electricity
those plants produce: 3

decline in residential heating
demand, 1973-L988: 15

o Percent increase

demand and promote alternative fuel

'There

these salons

tracted to the idea of a salon-certainly through history ther e are many
more women who led salons than
'it's because of
men. I think, in part,
the different conversation required in
a salon-there needs to be more listening, and conversation as a way of
learning instead of posturing. The
kind of debating and opinionating
that men are more comfortable with
tends not to work in a salon.

I get invited to a salon, and
I'm a little nervous, but I want to

o

G'W: How about, "I'trn from the federal government and I'm here to help" "
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sources, in millions, 1'991: $4045
Number of Minnesota commercialindustr ral facilities burning crop

o

Ratio of wind-generated electricity
the U.S. Department of EnergY
estimates Minnesota could produce,

to total electricity now consumed:
|
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605 Waterfod Park
ITT Finance Tower

dollars allotted to Minnesota
for the Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program, in millions, fiscal

Pnone: 5916188

1991,: $CZ

Lunch: [4on.-Fri.

Number of Minnesota households
served: | | 0,000

Dinner: Mon.-Sat

o Federal

_JOHN TSCHIDA
Sources: Transition into the 21st Century, 1992

say?

tlegance

residue as an alternative energy
source, 1,992: l3

Let's say

make a good impression on my cohorts. What's one great thing I could

Combination of

o Percent

?

GI7: More women than men are at-

u

30,000

municate. Is that playing itself out in

speaker while everyone else listens.

Delightful

A

in gasoline

consumption, L973-1'988: 7
o Gallons of ethanol used in Minnesota
cars, in millions, 1'990:25
r Ethanol as a percent of all Minnesota
transportation fuels consumed: 1.2
o Gallons of ethanol yielded by a
bushel of corn: 2.5
o Gallons of gasoline consumed in
Minnes ota, in billions, L 990: 2.1
o Number of Minnesota gas pumps:

are lots of books out now saying that men and women can't com-
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of Minnesota's liquid fuels
that are imported: 98
o Total spendin B, by Minnesota utilities
and public agencies, to reduce energy

"talking stick" that is passed to
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Ratio of total energy used in
Minnesota to energy used 30 Years
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Energy Policy and Conservation Report, Min:resota
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